Problem Solving: Use a Picture

Use the picture. Color to solve the problem.

1. Max has 6 soccer cards. He gives 4 to Rosie. What fraction of the cards does Max give to Rosie?
   \[ \frac{4}{6} \] of the cards

2. Patsy has 4 shells. She gives 1 shell to Lewis. What fraction of the shells does Patsy have left?
   \[ \frac{3}{4} \] of the shells

3. Benjamin brings 12 oranges to baseball practice. The team eats 6 oranges. What fraction of oranges does the team eat?
   \[ \frac{3}{4} \] of the oranges

Test Prep

Fill in the o for the correct answer. NH means Not Here.

4. Use the picture. Solve.
   Mrs. Wells cut an apple pie into 8 pieces. The children eat 6 pieces. What fraction of the pie is left?
   \[ \frac{6}{8} \]
   \[ \frac{4}{8} \]
   \[ \frac{2}{8} \]
   \[ \text{NH} \]
   \[ \text{NH} \]
   \[ \text{NH} \]
   \[ \text{NH} \]
   \[ \text{NH} \]